Date: 3/7/2020
Report on Students Exchange program
Objective:
As per the Initiatives of Ministry of Human Resource -Development and AICTE. Thakur
College of Engineering and Technology conducted Students exchange program. Student
exchange program gives an opportunity for students to broaden their knowledge on their
study of choice from a different institute. This gives them a chance to develop their work
experience by seeing how the course they are studying is being practiced in another institute.
It helps them to understand the working philosophy of the other institute and also enhances
their ability to work in collaboration with students of other institute. The purpose is to learn
the culture, living styles, social customs, food habits and such other aspects of the social and
cultural affairs of each other’s institute along with learning technical skills regarding a latest
technology.
Duration of Program: 15th June 2020 to 27th June 2020
Activities under Program: In the exchange program, three events are conducted:
1. GUSTO-Online Cultural Event
2. E-Techno fest 20
3. One week online internship on ML, IOT and WEB development
Venue: Online Platform (Zoom, YouTube, and Instagram)
Institute participated: Total 74 students of 3 institutes participated.
1. Gandhi Institute of Engineering and Technology University, Odisa ,
2. St. John College of Engineering and Management, Palghar, Maharashtra.
3. Theeme College of Engineering, Boisar, Maharashtra
Overall Coordinator:
1. Dr. Lochan Jolly (Dean SSW)
2. Dr. Anand Khandare (Convener)
Details of Event:
1. GUSTO-Online Cultural Event :
a. Description of Event :
TCET student Development and Welfare Association (TSDW) organized
“GUSTO, Online Cultural Event” from 15th June to 27th June 2020, for the
students of all departments and also students from different colleges all over
India. The event was proposed for different domains with different tracks by the

suggested choice of interest of the students. Due to the pandemic, the Cultural
Event of TCET was conducted online, wherein the participants had to shoot
their performances and submit it in the given time slot. Social distancing was
completely followed and other safety concerns were kept at utmost priority. The
participants were given a week’s time period to complete their work. Activities
conducted under this event are:
1. Beyond the voice- In this event, the participants had to shoot a video of them
Singing live and submit it to the Committee in the given time slot. Use of
instruments was permitted.
2. Move the Groove- In this event, the participants performed a dance
performance, shooting it indoors was compulsory and it was submitted
online in the given time period.
3. Art/craft- Aesthetic works were made and submitted by the participants and
the making video was mandatory so as to get fair results.
4. Spotlight- Here, a group of participants was allowed, but only individual
performances shot individually and were then asked to combine together.
Shooting these acts indoors was compulsory.
b. Faculty Involved:
1. Mrs. Poorva Waingankar-(ELEX Dept)
2. Mr. Vikas Singh-(COMP Dept)
c. Number of Students Attended: GIET-2, SJCEM-07
2. E-TECHNOFEST’20 :
a. Description of Event: This event is of 10 days fest having a spectrum of 7
different tracks and 20+ events for the students which would cater a wide range
of activities like quizzes, webinars, counseling, oratory competition, ideation
hubs, Designing competition, project guidance. It is the holistic approach
towards the upliftment of a student's thinking process and ideation to keep our
community together in these tough times. This is holistic approach towards the
upliftment of a student's thinking process and ideation to keep our community
together in these tough times. Activities conducted under this event are:
3. The Innovators competition
4. Quiz on ICE
5. War of Words
6. Online Conquest
7. Ignite Design
8. Inventive Excel
9. Midas Touch
10. PCB Design Competition
11. Quiz on Circuit Theory Competition

12. Artsthetic - A Poster Making Competition
13. Poster Making Competition
14. Engineering Tambola
15. Guess the Logo
16. Technical Paper Presentation
b. Faculty Involved:
1. Dr . Rajni Bahuguna–Activity Head
2. Mr. Vikas Singh- Faculty In-charge
c. Number of Students Attended: GIET-2, SJCEM-22, TCOE-15

3. Online Internship on ML, IOT and WEB
a. Description of Event: Event helps to enhance technical and behavioral skills in
tune with current industry requirement, provide a platform for hands-on
experience of latest developments in technology, simulate the corporate
environment in college, strengthen the capabilities of student Interactions with
corporate personnel, get an exposure of company work culture and its
Expectations from engineering graduates, enhance students’ overall
personality & performance. Tracks offered in this event are:
1. Machine Learning
2. Internet of Things
3. Web development
b. Faculty Involved:
1. Mrs. Shiwani Gupta
2. Mrs. Sukruti Kalgud
3. Mr. Sudhir Dhekhande
Number of Students Attended: GIET-22, TCOE-01

Feedback:

Glimpse of Events:
Internship Conduction

Internship Evaluation

Project Presentation

Feedback Sharing

Outcome:
Student is able adopt styles, customs and other aspects of the cultural affairs of each other’s
institute along with learning technical skills regarding a latest technology.

(Dr. B. K. Mishra)
Principal TCET

